**REVOLV® FURNACES**

- **EB Electric Furnaces and Accessories**
  - 12-23 KW sizes
  - Easily converted to upflow
  - Integral coil cabinet

- **DGAA 80% AFUE Gas Furnaces and Accessories**
  - Hot surface ignition
  - Solid state controls with self-diagnostics
  - 56-90K BTU input capacities

- **MG9s 95.5% AFUE Gas Furnaces and Accessories**
  - High efficiency - 95.5% AFUE
  - Hot surface ignition
  - No pilot light
  - Solid state controls with self-diagnostics
  - 60-100K BTU input capacities
  - Easily converted to upflow

- **VMA 95% AFUE Furnaces and Accessories**
  - High efficiency - 95% AFUE
  - Hot surface ignition
  - No pilot light
  - Solid state controls with self-diagnostics
  - 50 & 75K BTU input capacities
  - High quality cabinet and components

**SPLIT SYSTEMS - AccuCharge™**

- **AccuCharge™ 13 SEER A/C**
  - 2.0-5.0 ton capacities
  - AHRI rated
  - Micro-Channel condenser coils

- **AccuCharge™ 13 SEER H/P**
  - 2.0-3.5 ton capacities
  - AHRI rated

- **AccuCharge™ 13-15 SEER FLEX H/P**
  - 2.0-4.0 ton capacities
  - 13 SEER-15 SEER applications

- **AccuCharge™ Indoor Coils**
  - 2.0-5.0 ton capacities
  - AHRI rated

- **AccuCharge™ Linesets**
  - 15-50' lengths
  - 3/4" and 7/8" suction lines

**SPLIT SYSTEMS - Sweat Fit**

- **13 SEER A/C Condensers**
  - 2.0-5.0 ton capacities
  - Micro-Channel condenser coils

- **13 SEER H/P Condensers**
  - 2.0-4.0 ton capacities

**PACKAGED UNITS**

- **-NL Series Packaged A/C**
- **UB Series Packaged H/P**

**ACCESSORIES - non REVOLV®**

- Thermostats
- Flex duct and fittings
- Filters
- Floor registers
- Equipment pads
- Repair parts
- Many more items

**EVAPORATOR COILS**

- **AccuCharge™ A/C and H/P Coils - R410A**
- **Sweat Fit Coils - R410A**
- **Sweat Fit Coils - R22**
- **Replacement Coils**

- **13 SEER A/C Condensers**
  - 2.0-5.0 ton capacities
  - Micro-Channel condenser coils

- **13 SEER H/P Condensers**
  - 2.0-4.0 ton capacities

- **NL Series Packaged A/C**
- **UB Series Packaged H/P**
Our complete line of Revolv™ Indoor Comfort Products is the next generation of HVAC equipment designed specifically for mobile home applications.

Revolv™ represents the sum of Style Crest’s mobile home HVAC expertise, assembled under a single brand and includes split-system air conditioners and heat pump condensers, indoor coils, furnaces, line sets, compact package coil cabinets and accessories.

Revolv™ advanced indoor comfort products are exclusively engineered for the mobile/manufactured housing industry. Mobile Home HVAC equipment is different by design, to accommodate the unique needs of the industry, including:

- Smaller furnace footprint-and indoor coils
- Reduced airflow-smaller duct work and higher static pressure
- New refrigerant and energy standards

Revolv™ brings the best of industry knowledge, experience, design, and support to the mobile home HVAC dealer.